Risk Assessment For
AR Entertainment's
Mount Pleasant Way
Stokesley Business Park
Stokesley North Yorkshire
TS9 5NZ

ASSESSMENT UNDERTAKEN
Date…………………………………………….
29-Mar-17
Signed………………………………………….
R D Booth
Equipment……………………………………..
KANGAROO BOXING

ASSESSMENT REVIEW DATE:
1st: Sept 2018
2nd: Mar 2018
3rd: Sept 2018.
4th: Mar 2019

LIST OF SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS

GROUPS AT RISK

EXISTING CONTROLS covered by information held

Collision with surrounding objects

Participants

Collision with the ground

Participants

Collision with each other
Collision with spectators

Participants
Crowd
Participants

Inclement weather

Participants

Arena to be clear of protruding hazards
Any non movable hazards to be suitably padded.
Inflatable barrier to be used around the arena
Arena to be covered in crash mats
Participants only allowed to box in the arena.
If on Tarmac or concrete inflatable barrier or additional crash mats must be used.
Participants wear padded suits, gloves and soft hats
Arena to have an appropriate crowd barrier with spectators at a safe distance.
Operator to follow participants during bouts and to try to break
participants fall
Participants will be asked to leave in the following cases:
If wind is severe and anchorage points are not enough to secure the
inflatable down the inflatable will be deflated until the wind subsides.
If rain is heavier than a light drizzle the inflatable will be deflated and the
power supply cut off.

Excessive Wind

Participants
Spectators

Alcohol

Paticipant

On Grass Check type of soil type under grass - clay has a lot stronger hold than sand
Securely double peg all anchor points into the ground.
On Hard Standing All supplied weights to be used and anchor to fixed objects if required.
If wind speed exceeds 35km/h on windometer or if pegs start to move in the
ground or weights start to move when in use, immediately evacuate & deflate
until wind has dropped and operator deems appropriate to re-start.
The operator reserves the right to refuse "riders" who are intoxicated to an entent that
will risk safety of themselves or others. The operator may call for for assistance from the
organisers to enforce this restriction.

Kangaroo Boxing
Equipment required
2 kangaroo Suits
2 Hats
4 Small Boxing Gloves
CCTV/Rules - Sign
3 Sumo Mats
Extra Mats
Repair Kit
map & Key & First aid kit
Video, Tripod, Tape
Generator
Plug conv, Ext Lead & re-conv
Inflatable Barrier
Sandbags or Pegs
1.5KW Blower
Petrol Blower, Petrol & Pipe

Loading checked by:
Return loading checked by:

Assembly instructions:
No req
2
2
4
1
3

In Van
1. Assess the area to be used. Any hazards to be removed or padded.
2. If a hazard still exists a new arena needs to be found .
3. Once suitable area has been found unroll crash mats, velcro together to form the middle.
4. Unroll inflatable barrier, ensure vents are closed, attach blower and inflate.
5. Anchor barrier with sand bags or pegs to ensure it stays on the arena at all times.
6. Ensure the camera is set up safely and securely near entrance.
7. Suits, hats, gloves & feet are put on crash mats ready for participation.
7. Place crash mats around ring arena when required if barrier not used

1
1+1+1
1+1+1

Operating instructions:
1
1. Participants to remove shoes outside the arena.
2. Suit to be lowered over their heads with arms coming out of appropriate holes.
3. Hat to be fastened on followed by gloves.
4. Instruct participants to start in the middle
the game is over if they fall over or go out of the circle
5. Operator to follow stay inside the ring & maintain the rules & safe play

Event Manager

I am fully trained and confident in operating the Kangaroo Boxing, and understand the risk assessments, assembly instructions and operating instructions,
and any other safety procedures related to the Kangaroo Boxing
Signed:
Print Name:

Date:

Event Manager/Trainer:
Print Name:

